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Chapter 3: The shape of the news story
In , we featured the video below of Vonnegut explaining his
theory, “The Shapes of Stories." We can add to the dry wit of
his lesson the.
The Shape of Story – Eleganthack
The fundamental concept behind Kurt Vonnegut's master's thesis
in anthropology at the University of Chicago was, in
Vonnegut's words, "that.

The Universal Shapes of Stories, According to Kurt Vonnegut
Does every story have the same structure? Kurt Vonnegut has
some thoughts.
The Six Main Stories, As Identified by a Computer - The
Atlantic
So when we recently stumbled across an old video of beloved
master storyteller Kurt Vonnegut visualizing story arcs in
true data scientist fashion, we were beside ourselves. As
Vonnegut shows, stories—no matter the medium—can be examined
in a profoundly scientific way.
Related books: The Little Book of Edinburgh, Exiles at the
Well of Souls, Tender Moments: Making Every Moment Count with
the Children in your Life, Veblen in Plain English: A Complete
Introduction to Thorstein Veblens Economics, Ghost In A Jar.

The way a news story is written therefore has to do two
things: It has to sell the story to the casual reader or
listener. Interest grows with every additional conflict, but
once the hero figures out the solution, our fascination
collapses.
Theresolutionisaboutbindingthemmoretightlytogetherthan.
Contact between the wires is thought to have created a spark,
which ignited the walls of the house. But when I came to do my
thesis, I decided to write a novel and I stalled.
Campbellwasprimarilyanacademic,notafictionwriter,andhisstructurei
later part of the story - the tapering point of the inverted
pyramid - contains detail which is helpful, but not essential.
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